Cookie Policy

The Cookie Policy below is part of our Privacy Policy. You can also read
more about our company and our privacy practices there.
In order to provide you with a personalised and interactive experience on
our Website, we need to store certain information about how you use our
Website. This is done using small text files called cookies. Cookies are small
files that are downloaded to your computer or other device from a web
server. Your web browser then sends these cookies back to the website on
each subsequent visit, so that the website recognises you and remembers
your preferences (such as user preferences, clicks, previous visits). You can
find out more about cookies and how they work at
http://www.aboutcookies.org/. When you visit our website, the site
continuously collects data through the cookies and other means
mentioned above and detailed below (information about language,
country, and pages previously viewed). The cookies collected are required
for technical purposes on a limited basis (for the proper functioning of the
website) and the information obtained from them is stored for a maximum
of 5 years in accordance with international NAI standards https://www.networkadvertising.org/. By using this website, you agree to
the use of cookies by the site in accordance with and subject to this policy.
What cookies does the site use and why?
Some of the cookies we use are strictly necessary to enable you to
navigate between pages and view certain protected content, such as
pages that are only available to registered users.
We also use functional cookies to collect information about how you use
the site, which allows us to personalise the site, for example, to remember
the language and region you have chosen and whether you have
completed a particular questionnaire. Information collected in this way will
be used only for this limited purpose and will be stored for the limited
period of time indicated above. This data will be anonymised and will not
be used for any other purpose.
Our staff and service providers also use analytics tools to help us gauge the
popularity of the site's content, what our visitors are interested in and how
we can improve the site. We also use so-called web beacons or "tracking
pixels" to track the number of visitors, and statistical cookies to see how
many unique users visit the site and how often. We use this data for
statistical purposes only and do not identify visitors by name.

If you would like more information about what cookies we use, please
contact us by clicking on "Contact".
Managing cookies
By using this Website, you agree to the placing of cookies on your
computer or other device as set out above, however, you may change your
browser settings in relation to cookies. Please note, however, that deleting
or disabling the use of cookies may affect your user experience and certain
parts of the Website may not be available in the future.
Browser settings
Most browsers allow you to see which cookies are active on your computer,
delete them one by one, or disable cookies for a specific page or all
websites. Please note, however, that if you delete all cookies, any settings
you have previously made on the website will be lost, including any
settings you have previously indicated that you do not wish to allow
cookies, as this requires the use of a cookie. For more information on how
to disable cookies by changing your browser settings, please visit
http://www.aboutcookies.org/ or http://www.cookiecentral.com/faq/.
Managing cookies for analytics
You may at any time choose to disable analytical cookies that monitor
anonymous browsing activity within our websites. Our website uses
Google Analytics cookies; click on the link for more information on how to
disable these cookies:
Google Analytics: http://www.google.com/analytics/learn/privacy.html
Community buttons
Our website also uses so-called "community buttons", which allow our
visitors to share or bookmark a particular page. These links point to social
media independent of us, which may collect information about your
browsing activity on the Internet, including this Website. If you would like
more information about how these sites use information about you, or if
you would like to block or delete such information, please read the terms
of use and privacy policies of the sites concerned.
We may amend or supplement this Cookie Policy at any time at our sole
discretion. We will update the "Last modified" date at the bottom of the
page at the same time as we change this policy. The revised Cookie Policy
will apply to you and your data from that date. Please check back regularly
to see if there have been any changes to this Cookie Policy so that you can
keep up to date with how we are protecting your privacy.
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